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GNet Group recognized as finalist for 2016 Microsoft Cloud Packaged
Solutions
Minneapolis, MN USA — May 31, 2016 — GNet Group LLC today announced
it has been named a finalist in the 2016 Microsoft Cloud Packaged Solutions Award. The
company was honored among a global field of top Microsoft partners for demonstrating
excellence in innovation and implementation of customer solutions based on Microsoft
technology.
“We thank Microsoft for this recognition which is exciting in many respects, as a
milestone in GNet Groups’ commitment to innovation as well as acknowledgement of our
customer’s forward-thinking IT strategy. Customers work with our highly skilled and
diverse global team and the success achieved is demonstrated by this award” said Venkat
Kavasseri, CEO, GNet Group.
Awards were presented in several categories, with winners chosen from a set of
more than 2,500 entrants from 119 countries worldwide. GNet Group was recognized for
providing outstanding solutions and services in Cloud Packaged Solutions.
The Cloud Packaged Solutions Award honors a partner that has successfully scaled
out its cloud practice by packaging two or more Microsoft cloud solutions with their own
services and solutions into a complete customer offering, solving an end to end customer
challenge. The partner must have built out a repeatable solution which targets new cloud
customers. The winning nomination will demonstrate innovation, competitive

differentiation with managed services, and customer value that results in a profitable
business while showcasing the benefits of selling and using Microsoft Cloud services.
“We are honored to recognize GNet Group as this year’s finalist of the 2016
Microsoft Cloud Packaged Solutions award,” said Gavriella Schuster, General Manager,
Worldwide Partner Group, Microsoft Corp. “GNet Group is a prime example of the
excellent talent we see in our Microsoft partner community to deliver innovative and
transformative solutions to our mutual customers.”
The Microsoft Partner of the Year Awards recognize Microsoft partners that have
developed and delivered exceptional Microsoft-based solutions during the past year.
GNet Group is a leading services and solutions company, with deep experience in
data analytics and information management. GNet Group’s diverse practices help you and
your organization understand and manage your data more effectively, enabling decision
makers to drive business performance. Founded in 2005, GNet Group is a fully-owned
subsidiary of Nihilent Technologies. GNet is headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota
with USA offices in Dallas, Texas, Des Moines, Iowa, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and
other office locations worldwide.
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